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Immerse yourself in a literary adventure like no other with Mobile Book
Paris by Miguel Carvalho Abrantes, a captivating augmented reality (AR)
experience that transforms the streets of Paris into an enchanting realm of
interactive storytelling. This innovative project blends the timeless allure of
literature with cutting-edge technology, inviting readers on a journey
through the city's rich history, vibrant culture, and hidden literary gems.

The Vision of Miguel Carvalho Abrantes

Miguel Carvalho Abrantes, a renowned Portuguese artist and writer,
conceived Mobile Book Paris as a testament to his love for literature and
his deep connection with the city of Paris. Through this project, he sought
to merge the physical and digital worlds, creating an immersive literary
experience that transcends traditional boundaries.

Unveiling the Literary Landscape of Paris
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With Mobile Book Paris, Abrantes invites readers to become active
participants in the storytelling process. Through an interactive app, users
can scan the city's landmarks, revealing hidden texts, poems, and
geolocated narratives that bring to life the literary heritage of Paris. From
the iconic Notre Dame Cathedral to the quaint streets of Montmartre, each
location unfolds a chapter of the city's literary history, narrated by renowned
authors and poets.

Literary Landmarks and Augmented Reality

The app seamlessly integrates with the physical environment, enabling
users to interact with virtual literary landmarks. For instance, scanning the
Eiffel Tower summons a poem by Guillaume Apollinaire, conjuring the
shimmering lights of the city beneath the tower's majestic silhouette.
Similarly, reading Jean-Paul Sartre's words at the Café de Flore transports
users to the heart of bohemian Paris, where literary giants gathered to
exchange ideas and inspire generations.

The Enchanting Power of Storytelling

Mobile Book Paris offers a captivating blend of literary genres, ranging from
poetry and prose to historical accounts and personal anecdotes. Each story
reveals a unique perspective on Paris, inviting readers to delve into the
city's multifaceted identity and its enduring literary legacy. The app also
features original works by contemporary authors, adding a fresh voice to
the chorus of literary giants that have celebrated Paris throughout history.

Celebrating the Book Arts

Beyond its immersive storytelling experience, Mobile Book Paris pays
homage to the traditional art of bookbinding. Abrantes designed a physical



book to accompany the app, featuring exquisite craftsmanship and
incorporating elements of AR technology. This tangible artifact serves as a
reminder of the enduring value of the printed word, while simultaneously
embracing the transformative power of digital innovation.

A Literary Journey for All

Mobile Book Paris appeals to a wide audience, from avid readers and
literary enthusiasts to tourists and locals alike. It offers a novel way to
explore the city, combining the convenience of a mobile app with the depth
and richness of classic literature. Whether you're a first-time visitor or a
seasoned Parisian, this experience promises to reveal hidden corners of
the city and inspire a newfound appreciation for its literary heritage.

Mobile Book Paris by Miguel Carvalho Abrantes is a groundbreaking
literary experience that transports readers into the vibrant world of Paris.
Through augmented reality, readers become explorers, uncovering the
city's literary treasures and engaging with its rich history firsthand. With its
seamless blend of technology and storytelling, Mobile Book Paris invites us
to rediscover the magic of literature and experience the City of Lights in a
truly unforgettable way.
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